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I  
 

Abstract 
 

he ability and efficiency of today’s gas turbine engines are highly dependent on development of 
cooling technologies, among which film cooling is one of the most important. Investigations have 

been conducted towards discovering different aspects of film cooling, utilizing both experiments and 
performing CFD simulations. Although, investigation by using CFD analysis is less expensive in general, 
the results obtained from CFD calculations should be validated by means of experimental results. In 
addition to validation, in cases like simulating a turbine vane, performing CFD simulations can be time 
consuming. Therefore, it is essential to find approaches that can reduce the computational cost while 
results are validated by experiments. 

This study has shown the potential for reduced models to be utilized for investigation of different aspects 
of film cooling by means of CFD at low turn-around time. This has been accomplished by first carrying 
out CFD simulations and experiments for an engine-like setting for a full vane. Then the computational 
domain is reduced in two steps where all results are compared with experiments including aerodynamic 
validation, heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness. While the aerodynamic results are in close 
agreement with experiments, the heat transfer coefficient and film effectiveness results have also shown 
similarities within the expected range.  

Thus this study has shown that this approach can be very useful for e.g. early vane and film cooling 
design.     
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1. Introduction 
This chapter aims firstly at giving a general overview of the background in which the problem 
would be defined. Therefore, the background to film cooling will be given, and the problem 
formulation together with research objective is clarified. Then the report organization will be 
presented shortly. This hopefully will help the reader to follow the discussion. 

1.1. Background 
The ability and efficiency of today’s gas turbine engines are highly dependent on the 
development of cooling technologies. Film cooling is the most commonly used cooling 
technique in high pressure and high temperature gas turbines. This technique indeed facilitates 
gas turbines to work at higher temperatures, and consequently attain higher efficiency. 

Film cooling science is about ways of providing cooled protective layer between the hot gases 
and the component external surfaces from blowing of cooling air trough external walls. Because 
of high importance of film cooling in development of high efficient gas turbine engines 
tremendous research has conducted towards discovering different aspects of this science e.g. 
tools for analysis, evaluation and design optimization. 

Several parameters such as blowing ratio, density ratio, surface curvature and cooling hole 
geometry affects cooling performance. During last decades, numerous aspects of film cooling 
utilizing both experiments [1-4] and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations [5] have 
been addressed by researchers.  

For instance, Saumweber and Schulz [6-8] have investigated the effect of geometry variation, 
free stream effect and differences between shaped and round hole configurations by means of 
experimental facility. These studies however mostly have focused on film cooling effect on flat 
plate. 

Within last few years though some have been investigating film cooling on convex/concave 
shape or real vane geometries both by experiments and CFD calculations [9-13]. Dittmar et al [9] 
have used experiments for comparing two staggered rows of cylindrical hole with one row fan 
shape hole configuration on a guide vane pressure side.  

According to their findings these two configurations have rather similar performance for low and 
moderated blowing ratios and better performance for fan shape configuration at high blowing 
ratios. Kim et al [14] have investigated the influence of shaped injection holes. Harrison and 
Bogard [13] investigated the effect of different turbulence in CFD calculations for prediction of 
film cooling on a flat plate. Where, Lakehal and Theodoridis [10] have examined different 
turbulence models for performing 3D CFD simulations on film cooling effectiveness at leading 
edge of turbine blade.  
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In the context of performing CFD calculations of film cooling some have gone further and 
performed Large Eddy Simulations (LES) [15]. This is while these type of simulations call for 
high mesh resolution and thereby they are computationally expensive. Finally, some others 
investigated different film cooling aspects by using CFD simulations and validated their results 
by means of experiments [16-19]. 

Between these studies only few have taken into account the curvature effect, compressibility and 
validation of the CFD results using experiments for investigating film effectiveness of turbine 
vanes in operating conditions. In addition, others who compared CFD results with experiments 
either have few hole configuration or they have reported on high computational cost for 
performing CFD simulations.    

For instance, Charbonnier et al [19] have utilized experimental results for validating CFD results 
obtained from different turbulence models and commercial software. According to their findings 
good agreement between CFD results and experiments obtained for aerodynamic quantities, wall 
heat flux and the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness. However, they have reported that their 
computational mesh was not optimal, since they have had an average y+ value of about 10.  

Nevertheless, both CFD simulations and experiments have their advantages and disadvantages. 
CFD simulations can suffer from high computational costs, accuracy and validity, while 
experiments call for expensive test facilities which may be difficult to run at close to engine 
operating conditions.  

1.2. Problem Formulation 
The overall objective of this research is to investigate the potential for reducing computational 
cost of CFD calculations for studying different aspects of film cooling in the early stage of gas 
turbine film cooling design. This has to be established by validating the CFD results using 
experimental measurements. In order to accomplish this, three steps have been followed.      

In the first step a computational domain without any cooling holes which follows experimental 
apparatus has been facilitated for validation of the model, using aerodynamic results (this is 
called the full model). This model was rather large and had disadvantage of high computational 
cost, thus not appropriate for investigation of different film configurations. Therefore, the 
computational domain is reduced in the second step.  

The idea was to shorten the domain, to only include the suction side of the vane. The model is 
such that we can still have comparable results with experiments, while computational cost is 
much less. This model is referred as short model.  

At this stage there was an investigation for finding appropriate turbulence model for further 
work, thus having a valid model (no cooling configuration is applied here). For this purpose 
different turbulence models such as realizable � − �, RNG � − �, standard � − �, and shear 
stress transport (SST) � − � models are examined and the one which has more accurately 
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predicted the flow field for this problem is selected. Then the computational domain will include 
the supply plenum and two rows of each having nine cylindrical holes for examination of film 
effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient. The effect of blowing ratio on defining these 
quantities will also be tested.   

Although, short model demands much less computational power, it still requires rather large 
meshes. Therefore in the third step the short model is narrowed down to include only a span wise 
slice, the model called short-narrow. This will facilitate us to reduce computational cost to large 
extent. Moreover, applying this type of boundary will obviously lead to neglecting side wall 
effects. This indeed is examined and the differences between the short-narrow and short models 
are discussed. 

Finally, this work aims to show the applicability of the introduced strategy for industrial 
applications where from industry perspective there might be computer power limitations for 
performing CFD analysis. Thus they can investigate different aspects of film cooling at low 
computational cost and turn-around time and validate obtained results with their experimental 
results.  

1.3. Report Organization 
The organization of this report is as following: 

Chapter 2: this chapter deals with method which has to be fulfilled for performing film cooling 
investigation. In each section first a short review of the topic based on literature review is 
presented and then the method that in particular has been followed in this study is explained.  

It will be started by describing the turbine engine film cooling design constraints. Then some 
general explanations will be given regarding specific airfoil film cooling configuration, which 
indeed clarifies the importance of curvature effect in film cooling. Since this study is basically 
investigation of film cooling by means of CFD, it is essential to have some background about 
applied numerical methods. Therefore, numerical modeling methods in general are discussed 
where those which are of more interest here are explained with some details.  

Finally, there will be a discussion on experimental and CFD investigation for film cooling 
design. The target here is to argue why experimental test facilities should be utilized when 
performing CFD calculations for film cooling. This section covers also fundamentals of film 
effectiveness performance, where essentials on film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient 
are described. 

Chapter 3: obtained results together with some discussions are presented in this chapter. First 
the result of mesh independency is elaborated. Then solutions from different turbulence models 
are revealed. Finally, results for investigated models are presented. 
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Chapter 4: conclusions that can be drawn from this study are elaborated in this chapter. Some 
further recommendations and future work is also suggested at the end. 
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2. Method 
This chapter will review some fundamentals required for investigating film cooling design of gas 
turbine engines, and also how in particular they have been employed to this study, i.e. 
implemented method. First, there is general discussion on film cooling design and constraints, 
and then short explanation about specific airfoil film cooling configuration that deals with 
special considerations required for airfoil like film cooling is discussed. 

This study mainly focus on performing CFD simulations, which indeed is about numerical 
modeling. Consequently it is important to clarify applied numerical methods and other concerns 
in this context. After some general discussion about numerical methods, those which are used in 
this study are explained in more details.    

The explanation of how computational methods should be utilized for film cooling applications 
is also a topic for this chapter. In fact, it will be verified that CFD calculations are required to be 
validated versus experiments. This will include description of parameters utilized for result 
validation here such as the normalized pressure coefficient CP, heat transfer coefficient and film 
effectiveness. 

It should be noted that fundamentals discussed in this chapter are short summary, i.e. selected 
topics relevant to this study, taken from the Von Karman Institute (VKI) lecture series on film 
cooling science and technology for gas turbines [20]. This document is a review of the literature 
on film cooling science, thereby very useful for studies of this type. Though, in some parts, the 
discussions are taken from other sources and open literature. Therefore, in general the topics and 
discussions of this chapter is referred to this document unless the relevant reference is given.      

 

2.1. Turbine Engine Film Cooling Design and Constraints 
A gas turbine engine includes an upstream compressor (high pressure) coupled to a downstream 
turbine and a combustion chamber in-between and aims for extracting energy from a flow of 
combustion gas by means of a rotary engine. In order to increase the efficiency of these engines 
the combustor and high pressure turbine utilize film cooling for protecting the entire physical 
boundary layer from hot gases. 

For the design of film cooling in gas turbine engines there are essentially two methods, 
conventional and advanced. The first method relies on database and developed correlations over 
many years of experiments obtained from film cooled turbine engines. The second approach is 
film cooling design by means of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and computational heat 
transfer (CHT) validated with limited sources of experiments.  
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However, the tendency of the current industrial design for utilizing the CFD/CHT approach is 
rather low; the application of this methodology for film cooling design is increasing. The low 
tendency can be explained by the fact that there are many aspects which contribute in design of 
film cooling and therefore employing conventional approach is more feasible and valid.  

Contribution of many factors will obviously make the design more complex. Therefore, (for a 
successful design) conceptual understanding of these aspects is indeed essential for researchers. 
This will facilitate researchers to understand fundamental physics of film cooling and 
consequently improve the state of the art.  

Although, there is no room or necessity to recount all of these aspects here, in general all direct 
and indirect film cooling investigations deal with the major effects of: 

• Film hole internal fluid dynamics 

• Interaction between film cooling and mainstream gas flow 
• Turbulence and vorticity production 

• Effects of mainstream turbulence intensity 

• Hole shaping, orientation and spacing 
• Hole length-to-diameter ratio 

• Density ratio, blowing ratio 
• Mainstream acceleration and turbulence intensity 

• External surface curvature and roughness, etc. 

Furthermore, there are several adjunct topics that deserve a great understanding in order to 
integrate the film cooling into successful gas turbine components such as: 

• Internal features and their impact on film cooling 

• Manufacturing and assembly constraints 
• Engine services / repair and non-destructive evaluation (NDE) for the quality inspection 

of film cooling holes and their performance 
• Alternate film hole shaping for improved performance and/or durability 
• Degradation of film cooling with operation time  

Indeed, constraints mentioned above are essential to complete the picture of the entire life cycle 
of film cooling as used in real products. The primary objective of this study is not parametric 
study of film cooling, however the effect of blowing ratio will be investigated as an example. 

2.2. Specific Airfoil Film Cooling Configurations 
In open literature most of the studies and researches have investigated film effectiveness of the 
generic film cooling configurations using flat surface facilities. This is while in order to 
investigate film effectiveness on real turbine engines, it is essential to have special considerations 
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for film cooling configurations which are utilized for turbine airfoils. This is due to the fact that 
for airfoil like geometries the flow conditions would be rather different than flat plates. 

In turbine airfoils, cooling of the leading edge has been reported to be of a greater importance. 
This is firstly due to maximum heat load, which in general occurs at leading edge. In addition, 
flow around the stagnation point at the leading edge of the turbine airfoils has been proven to be 
complex and it is necessary to consider such complexity when studying film cooling 
performance. 

In this context, film effectiveness can be investigated with respect to different aspects such as 
surface curvature, surface roughness, hole blockage etc. In general, arrays of closely spaced 
coolant holes are involved for film cooling of turbine airfoils leading edge, which can provide a 
dense coverage of coolant and consequently reduce the heat loads in this region.  

Significant differences in film effectiveness performance between the turbine airfoil leading edge 
and flat plate facilities or over the main body of airfoil has been reported. This difference is 
reported to be due to the big difference between interaction of the mainstream and coolant holes 
in these cases.  

Typically the suction side of turbine airfoils is consisting of strong convex curvature, which can 
conclude to increase in film effectiveness. On the other hand, the pressure side have region of 
mild to strong concave curvature. It is known that concave curvature can decrease the film 
effectiveness [21]. 

Although, some investigations on flat plat tests have shown that surface roughness will not 
significantly degrade film effectiveness [22-23] studies on the suction side of vane models have 
proven that surface roughness can cause up to 40% of reduction in film effectiveness [24-25]. In 
fact, upstream boundary layer can be affected by roughness and become thicker. This will lead to 
an increase in turbulence level and consequently reduction in film effectiveness.  

In conclusion, special considerations should be given to film cooling design of turbine engine 
airfoils particularly.    

         

2.3. Numerical Modeling Methods for Film Cooling 
Protection of the airfoils from the hot crossflow can be maintained if coolant jets can provide 
effective coolant-film coverage on the airfoil surface. In order to have effective film cooling it is 
essential to reduce the penetration of the coolant-jet and the mixing of the jet with the crossflow. 
It has been mentioned that different factors contribute in defining effective film cooling such as 
hole size, hole shape, blowing ratio, etc. 

Therefore, comprehensive understanding about the role of these parameters is desirable for 
designing an optimum film cooling configuration for the airfoil. In addition, it is important to 
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find predictive approaches which can provide accurate predictions about the cooling 
effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient at the airfoil surface. This become more evident if one 
takes into account the complexity of the geometry, turbulent nature of the flow etc. 

As a cold jet is injected at an angle to a crossflow, an array of large scale vertical structures is 
constructed over the airfoil surface [26]. This happens for low blowing ratios, whereas for higher 
blowing ratios kidney shaped counter-rotating vortex pair (CVP), the horse-shoe vortex, the 
shear layer vortices and the wake vortices will become part of these structures, see figure (1). 
The characteristics of these structures are that they are unsteady and anisotropic.  

 

Numerous studies have proven the importance of these large scale structures in defining the film 
cooling dynamics. Any predictive model therefore should be able to accurately describe the 
physics and predict the near-field jet behavior. 

Though, film cooling dynamics is defined based on large scale structures, this is the turbulence 
which controls the mixing behavior. Therefore, the turbulence calculation should be such that the 
anisotropic behaviors of the entire spectrum of scales are accurately modeled. Indeed the 
anisotropic behaviors of large scales are not well-predicted by universal models so far. 

Consequently it has been hard for researchers to find accurate predictions of film cooling flows 
and heat transfer. Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations (RANS) are the well known set 
of equations, which has been utilized by most of the researchers in this context. These set of 
equations require a turbulence model which can accurately model the fluctuations over the entire 
range of scales.  

Jet Shear-Layer 
vortices 

Counter rotating 
vortex pair 

Horseshoe 
vortices 

Wall 

Wake vortices 

Crossflow 

Figure 1: Schematic view of the flow field of a jet in crossflow (Fric and Roshko [28] )  
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In addition to solutions proposed for steady RANS calculations, there is possibility for resolving 
large-time scale fluctuations by solving unsteady-RANS (URANS) equations. These fluctuations 
are due to either time-dependent boundary conditions or geometrical aspects of flow, e.g. vortex 
shedding behind a cylinder.  

It has been denoted that entire part of turbulent spectrum must be accurately modeled for correct 
predictions of film cooling, where neither steady RANS nor URANS are capable of such 
modeling. But nowadays it is possible to solve unsteady Navier-Stokes equations with sufficient 
resolution. This is because of advances and developments made in computing technology and 
parallel computing.  

This indeed provides the opportunity for resolving the necessary spatial and temporal scales in 
the flow. In addition, it is essential to prevent artificially dissipation of energy by means of 
sufficiently accurate numerical schemes. Numerical approach which utilizes higher-order 
schemes with the temporal and spatial resolution down to dissipative scales are referred as Direct 
Numerical Simulation (DNS). 

Since all scales of flow need to be simulated exactly in DNS and this requires high resolution, it 
is clear that the cost for such simulations is very high. This cost become prohibitively more 
expensive as Reynolds number increases and thereby spatial and temporal resolution should be 
increased as flow scales become smaller. In general, currently DNS is applicable for low 
Reynolds numbers (typically Ret<500 with Ret based on wall friction velocity uv).  

Applying RANS together with a turbulence model, will lead to resolving temporal and spatial 
fluctuations in turbulence model and time averaged mean flow in RANS, which makes the 
accuracy of the final solutions dependent on the validity of the turbulence models.  

There is a variety of turbulence models applicable to RANS equations such as the � − � models 
(e.g. realizable � − �), the � − � models (e.g. the Shear Stress Transport (SST) model), the 
Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), and etc. In the subsection 2.3.3 entitled governing equation, there 
would be a short review on the first two groups which will be examined in this study.  

There exist however another type of scheme called Large Eddy Simulation (LES) that is in 
between of these two extremes, i.e. DNS and RANS. Thus LES only resolves the larger-scales 
non-isotropic motions. The smaller scale isotropic motions which are closer to the dissipative 
subrange are on the other hand modeled by a dynamic eddy-viscosity type model [27]. 

It should be noted that for LES type simulations also it is essential to have sufficient mesh 
resolution as resolved scales are highly depend on the grid size. By using fairly modest 
resolution it is possible to implement LES in a large array of engineering flows, where it can 
provide generally realistic predictions and the physics of the coherent structures are correctly 
captured.  
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In addition to appropriate sets of equations and models required for capturing flow behavior, 
there are other important issues which can affect the accuracy of film cooling predictions. These 
issues are in general important for every computational fluid dynamics type of problem. In the 
following there is short review about some of them including boundary conditions, grid, 
governing equations, discretization schemes and solvers. 

2.3.1. Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions  
Like other CFD problems, in film cooling calculations it is essential to impose correct 
computational domain and boundary conditions at the boundaries. Investigations show that the 
accuracy of obtained solution is affected by the boundary settings within the domain of interest 
[28-29].  

For film cooling calculations in particular the boundary condition at the hole exit is very 
important, where it has been reported that small changes in this boundary can cause a change in 
the value of heat transfer coefficient as much as 60% [30]. For example mean velocity and time 
averaged turbulence quantities are needed to be specified at jet-exit boundary for RANS 
calculations. This is while for instance for two equations k-ε turbulence model, it is difficult to 
measure the dissipation rate experimentally at the hole exit.  

As another example time resolved velocity and temperature are required for LES and DNS type 
of simulation. These information are to be specified at all boundary points and within a time 
interval smaller than the resolved scales. Providing such details demand for tools such as high-
speed Particle Image Velocimetry or simultaneous multi-probe measurements with hot wire 
anemometers or Laser-Doppler Velocimeter, which are either impractical to use or are developed 
recently.  

However, it is difficult to obtain information at the hole exit, yet there is another way and that is 
to extend the computational domain and include delivery tube and coolant plenum in which 
specifying correct boundary conditions is easier. In fact, proper orientation of the flow in plenum 
must be specified in order to have practical value at the hole exit. 

In addition, for LES and DNS type of calculations this approach will considerably reduce the 
sensitivity of the solution to inappropriate temporal and spatial fluctuations at the hole exit. This 
is due to the fact that delivery tube enables the development of the flow unsteadiness and 
turbulence at this region. Nevertheless, in the following the computational domain and boundary 
conditions used for the current study are discussed. 
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Computational Domain 

In order to follow the research objective and reduce the computational cost for doing parametric 
study of gas turbine film cooling effectiveness by means of CFD, following steps have been 
proceed.  

In the first step a computational domain without any cooling holes which follows experimental 
apparatus has been facilitated for validation of the model. This model has been previously 
validated by Bradley et al [31], therefore construction of geometry, the mesh generation, solver 
settings and boundary conditions for this model as well as experimental apparatus will not be 
presented here. The overall picture of the computational domain is depicted in figure (2).  

This model was rather large and had disadvantage of high computational cost, thus not 
appropriate for investigation of different film configurations. Therefore, the computational 
domain is trim down in the second step. The idea was to shorten the domain such that we can 
still have comparable results with experiments, while computational cost is much less. Since film 
cooling on suction side is of interest, the computational domain of the short model can only 
include this side.  

 

 

Since the stagnation point separates pressure and suction sides of an airfoil like turbine blade; 
therefore it was a challenge to cut off the domain from this point. The reason was that in one 
hand this point has the importance of defining flow characteristics on these sides of the blade, so 
it should be included in the computational domain.  

On the other hand, including stagnation point would have the cost of larger computational 
domain for this particular model, difficulties in mesh generation and thereby more computational 

Cutting planes for short 
model inlet-outlet 

Test section inlet 

Test section outlet 

Figure 2: The full computational domain and cutting planes for inlet-outlet 
of the short model. 
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time. This is while the idea for doing this investigation was to lower down computational costs, 
as much as possible.  

However, as it will be discussed later, in order to provide boundary condition it was required to 
extract solution profiles of the test case. This implies that flow characteristics will be captured 
under any circumstances if one extracts correct profiles (e.g. velocity profiles). So it has been 
decided to shorten the test case model just above stagnation point, although far enough from the 
film cooling holes. 

In fact, test case inlet has been transferred down normal to its plane and rotated 20 degree, in 
order to provide appropriate inlet boundary (in the sense of mesh generation). In addition, outlet 
boundary is defined by transformation of test case outlet backward normal to its plane. Figure (2) 
show how the computational domain for short model is obtained from the test case model. In 
addition, the short model with and without cooling holes are shown in figure (3). 

 

 

Although, short model demands much less computational power, it still requires rather large 
meshes. Therefore in the third step short model is narrowed down to include only a span wise 
slice, the model called short-narrow. This model contain two row film cooling holes each 
including only one delivery tube, and is schematically depicted in figure (4). 

The supply plenum and cooling hole configuration utilized for this research have the following 
characteristic. A cross-blow type of supply plenum is applied to this model. Two staggered rows 

Outlet 

Inlet Airfoil surface 

Supply plenum Supply plenum 
inlet 

a 

b 

Figure 3: Short model computational domain (a) without cooling configuration (b) with cooling holes. 
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of film cooling holes, which are interlaced with each other, have nine holes each and they are 
arranged at equal space.  

Cooling holes each have an angle (α) of approximately 38° with respect to the mainstream, and 
the compound angle β is 0°. The diameter of cooling holes (��) and the ratio between the length 
of cooling pipe (�) and diameter of cooling holes is ���. The outline of the cooling configuration 
can be found in figure (5). Note that due to the limitations true values for hole diameter and 
arrangements are not given and they are shown as variables, e.g. x, y, and z.   

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Y α=38° 

L= z DC 

X 

x DC 

y DC 

Figure 5: Schematic view of hole arrangement (to the left), Angular location 
of holes (to the right). 

Figure 4: Computational domain for short-narrow model. 
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Boundary Conditions 

It is recommended that for compressible flows mass-flow inlet boundary condition can be 
applied. This type of boundary condition however was not the best choice here, due to the 
following discussion. Since simulating the suction side of the blade was of interest, the domain 
was trimmed down above the stagnation point. This region owns a rather complex flow and 
requires a detail flow filed for accurate predictions of film cooling.  

Applying mass-flow rate type of boundary condition will not provide such detail flow field. The 
solution to overcome this difficulty was to implement solution profiles obtained from the big 
model simulation. Indeed, it was necessary to provide profiles of velocity components together 
with turbulent kinetic energy, and temperature for mainstream inlet and an appropriate total 
pressure for mainstream outlet from the results of big model.  

Coolant temperature is set to 293.6 K in order to follow experimental settings. Different blowing 
ratios are obtained based on changing the mass-flow rate of the coolant. That is the plenum inlet 
will take different mass-flow rates, which corresponds to blowing ratios of 0.5, 0.7 and 1. 
Blowing ratio is defined as follows: 

 ! = ��#��$#$ 

Where ρ and v represent density and velocity, c and m stand for coolant and mainstream flows, 
respectively. It should be noted that, for mainstream, average velocity and density evaluated 
from lines through the holes positioned outside of the boundary layer has been used. Moreover, 
turbulence intensity and hydraulic diameter for coolant are set to 4% and 45 mm, respectively. 
Solid walls are treated as non-slip wall with zero heat flux, i.e. adiabatic.   

 

2.3.2. Grid Issues 
In general, spatial discretization of computational domain, grid generation, incorporates the 
accuracy of a CFD results. There are different issues with mesh generation which play important 
role in this context including the number of grid points, grid clustering, the grid type and the 
quality of the mesh.  

It is known between CFD communities that the solution must be mesh independent, i.e. by 
changing the number of grid points obtained results will not change. Therefore, one needs to 
increase the mesh in different coordinate directions and examine the obtained solution. Although 
this might sometimes be difficult, for example for a 3D case the finer grid can contain 8 times 
more number of nodes and the computational resources might be limited, grid independency 
must be ensured.  
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Another important issue is the distribution of the generated mesh. Indeed it is essential to cluster 
or refine the mesh for capturing flow behavior in important regions. In this context near wall 
boundary and the jet regions are important regions in film cooling applications. This is because 
the first region is associated with the boundary layer development and the second one is the 
region with high turbulence and velocity gradients. 

Moreover, for cases with regions where large gradients (e.g. shocks) are present, typically in 
high speed flows, adaptive meshes can be utilized [32]. In this case the mesh is justified 
dynamically in order to capture details of the flow. 

Different types of mesh have been used for film cooling configurations such as body-fitted 
(curvilinear) grids and unstructured meshes. Selection of the body-fitted grids is due to the fact 
that boundaries involved with film cooling geometries usually are not conform to Cartesian 
coordinate directions, and therefore employing this type of mesh will lead to proper 
representation of associated boundary conditions.  

Furthermore, in this case it is possible to break down the overall grid into contiguous blocks and 
utilize multiple processors, where each block or groups of blocks are assigned to a processor for 
calculating the solution. For example supply plenum, coolant delivery tube and the crossflow 
region can be individually meshed in this way.  

Unstructured mesh can be also used as an alternative to curvilinear grids, where the 
computational domain if filled with overlying tetrahedral elements along the boundaries and 
extended to the domain.  

Obviously film cooling configurations with hundred holes can require grid points of hundred 
million nodes [33] and they computationally can take days to weeks depending on processors. 
Therefore, most of the film cooling investigations are done for a single film cooling hole, which 
require from 0.5 to 1 million grid points [34].  

In order to solve high computational cost problem for investigation of film cooling with hundred 
cooling holes, which are impractical from design perspective, finding alternative approaches is 
essential. In view of this, injection methods or Immersed Boundary Methods (IBM) are 
computationally-efficient techniques that are potentially alternative solution, but these methods 
are not commonly used for film cooling studies. 

The quality of the generated mesh can also affect the accuracy of obtained results. Therefore, it is 
important to monitor the quality of the mesh to reach desirable level at acceptable time period.  

Nevertheless, in this study constructed computational domains are subjected to mesh generation 
using ICEM 12.0.1 (Ansys Inc, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, USA).   

In the context of mesh type, structured multi-block HEXA mesh is used here. In order to increase 
the orthogonality the O-grid type has been applied in cooling holes. It should be noted that using 
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multi-block in this software will give the opportunity for generating separate grids in different 
parts of the flow domain by means of appropriate grid system.  

It has been established between CFD communities that a necessary condition (not sufficient) for 
validity of a CFD result is sufficient spatial resolution. This implies that CFD solutions should be 
mesh independent. In this context several test run simulation have been performed on meshes of 
different resolutions and aerodynamic quantity CP has been monitored for obtaining mesh 
independent results. The results will also be elaborated in the result section. Near wall boundary 
layer treatment is also done by aiming a maximum y+ value of less than unity. 

In order to increase the accuracy and validity of the CFD results, it is essential to have an 
appropriate mesh. The quality is a measure of appropriateness of generated mesh. 
Inappropriateness of generated mesh either, can conclude to invalid data which can be hard to 
recognize (if there would be no experimental data) or failure in reading generated grids in 
simulation software. However, the first scenario can lead to more severe problems. 

In general, there are different quality criterions and in fact, quality is calculated differently for a 
particular element type, while all quality criterions are depending on maximum size of the 
elements. In this regard, we will emphasize on the most important ones for current study.  

Determinant denotes quality for linear Quad, Hexa and pyramid element types, which typically is 
defined as the ratio of Jacobian matrix divided by the largest determinant of the Jacobian matrix, 
where each determinant is computed at each node of the element. A Determinant value of 1 
would indicate a perfectly regular mesh element, where a value of 0 would indicate an element 
degenerate in one or more edges, and negative values would indicate inverted elements [35]. 

Minimum angle quality represents the minimum internal angle of the quad or tri faces of 
elements43. Difficulty in obtaining acceptable range of minimum angle quality is one of the 
major problems preventing generating structured mesh for film cooling applications.    

Quality of the generated mesh has been monitored for obtaining determinant quality of above 
0.4. In addition, minimum angle obtained in the entire computational domain for all three cases 
is above 10°. In conclusion, the meshes are created within acceptable quality and satisfactory 
time frame. Multi-block topology and the quality of the generated mesh for short model can be 
clearly seen in figure (6). 
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2.3.3.  Governing Equations 
The mathematical model for film cooling utilizes three-dimensional, time dependent Navier-
Stokes equations for compressible and Newtonian fluid, which include conservation of mass, 
momentum and energy. These sets of equations in dimensionless form can be written as: 

%&'%(' = 0 

%&*%+ + %&*&'%(' = − %�%(* + 1!. %/&*%('/ + %0*'%(' + �* 
%1%+ + &' %1%(' = 1!. ∗ 34 %/1%(' / + %�'%('  

In these equations &' represents the non-dimensional resolved velocity, where the effect of the 

unresolved fluctuations are accounted by 0*', (' stands for spatial coordinate, � is the 

dimensionless pressure, T is the temperature and �' represents the effect of unresolved 

temperature fluctuations.  

It should be noted that contribution of 0*' and �' will be reduced by increasing the mesh 

resolution, since in this case smaller portion of the turbulence spectrum is modeled. This is while 
these terms are neglected in cases that all scales, i.e. inertial and dissipative, are resolved (DNS). 

Figure 6: Schematic view of computational mesh for short model, close to the cooling holes and 
part of supply plenum showing mesh density for capturing details of jet. 
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On the other hand 0*' and �' will take into account the effect of small scale fluctuations in LES, 

where only small scales are simulated.  

For RANS calculations these terms should involve the effect of the entire spectrum of scales 
(e.g. larger-scale anisotropic eddies) as all scales are modeled, where &' and T represent the 

mean quantities. Since, the time-averaged behavior is generally calculated by RANS simulations, 
the unsteady term is neglected. 

In this case if the time period of large-scale unsteadiness is greater than the averaging period for 
averaging turbulent fluctuations, then large-scale unsteadiness is resolved. Indeed, such 
unsteadiness, which are arising due to boundary conditions or the geometry, is resolved if the 
unsteady term is kept in RANS. In such cases low-frequency fluctuations can be resolved 
accurately if unsteady-RANS (URANS) with appropriate differencing scheme is utilized. 

In the following there is short review on transport equations utilized for two turbulence models 
as complement of RANS equations. These models are later in this study examined. Please note 
that details of derivation of equations will not be presented here and the short review on these 
models are well explained in open literature such as Fluent 12.1 user manuals. 

5 − 6 Models: models of this group are in the form of typically two-equation turbulence model 
and are commonly used for many turbulent fluid engineering problems. This group consists of 
three type of turbulence model namely the standard k − ε model [36], the realizable k − ε model 
and the Renormalization-group (RNG) k − ε model. The following transport equations are 
utilized for the standard k − ε model: 

%(��)%+ + %%(* (��;*) = %%(' <=> + >?@AB %�%(' C + DA + DE − �� − FG + HA 

%(��)%+ + %%(* (��;*) = %%(' <=> + >?@IB %�%('  C + JKI �� (DA + JLIDE) − J/I� �/� + HI 

Where � and � are representing the kinetic energy and dissipation rate. Production of turbulent 
kinetic energy (due to mean velocity gradients) is DA = >?H/ with S as the modulus of the mean 

rate of strain tensor given by H ≡ N2H*'H*'. The eddy viscosity >? is defined as: 

>? = �JP �/�  

And JP is a dimensionless constant and is equal to 0.09. There is also the term which is the 

production of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy given by: 

DE = −Q* >?�34?
%�%(* 
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Where the component of the gravitational vector is represented by Q* and the turbulent Prandtl 
number 34? is 0.85. The term that takes the compressibility effects into account is FGgiven by: 

FG = 2��R?/ ,  R? = T ��/ 

And � is the speed of sound. In addition other existing constants in the transport equations, 
which are defined by comprehensive data fitting and are indeed applicable for a wide range of 
turbulent flows, take the following values. 

@A = 1.00  @I = 1.30  JKI = 1.44  J/I = 1.92 

Finally there are user-defined source terms in transport equations represented by HA and HI. It 
should be noted that the realizable � − � model differs in two ways from the standard model. 
Firstly, for turbulent viscosity a new formulation is developed. Secondly, based on existing an 
exact equation for the transport of the mean square vorticity fluctuation, new formulation has 
been developed for the transport equation for the dissipation rate. 

In addition, this model satisfies certain mathematical constraints on the Reynolds stresses. This 
in fact is the meaning of the term ‘’realizable’’. One of the benefits for this model is that it more 
accurately can predict the spreading rate of both planar and round jets, which is due to the fact 
that satisfied constraints are in consistency with the physics of turbulent flow.  

The RNG K − ε model is recommended for rapidly strained flows, swirling flows for both low 
and high Reynolds numbers. The model is derived from the instantaneous Navier-Stokes 
equations, and a mathematical technique called ‘’renormalization group’’ (RNG) is utilized for 
solving that.     

In general, the Z − � models e.g. realizable and RNG are considered as the industry standard 
model. These turbulence models have proven to be numerically robust and stable and they offer 
good compromise in terms of accuracy and robustness for general purpose simulations.  

5 − [ Models: there are essentially two different types of � − � turbulence models namely 
standard and shear stress transport (SST) � − �. Here only a brief review on formulation of 
standard � − � will be elaborated, though some explanations and the difference between the two 
models will also be presented. 

The standard � − � model includes modifications for compressibility effects, shear flow 
spreading and low Reynolds number. This model is indeed applicable to wall-bounded flows and 
free shear flows. This is due to more accurately predictions that can be attained for free shear 
flow spreading rates from this model. Such free shear spreading rates are commonly in close 
agreement with measurements for far wakes, mixing layers, and plane, round and radial jets. 
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Two transport equations one for the turbulent kinetic energy (�) and one for the specific 
dissipation rate (�), also tought as the ratio of � to �, construct the basis for this model. These 
equations can be written as follows: 

%(��)%+ + %%(* (��;*) = %%(' <ΓA %�%('  C + DA − FA + HA 

%(��)%+ + %%(* (��;*) = %%(' <Γ] %�%('  C + D] − F] + H] 

The production of turbulent kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients is presented by DA and 
defined in the same way as the � − � model, and D] is the generation of �. The last term is 
given by: 

D] = � �� DA 

Where � is defined as: 

� = ��̂∗ _�
 + !.? !]⁄1 + !.? !]⁄ ` 

And constant !] is 2.95. The coefficient �∗ which leads to a low-Reynolds-number correction 
by damping the turbulent viscosity is defined as: 

�∗ = �∗̂ _�
∗ + !.? !A⁄1 + !.? !A⁄ ` 

The constant !A is 6 and other terms can be found from: 

!.? = ��>�  , �
∗ = �*3   , �* = 0.072 

It should be noted that in the high-Reynolds-number form �∗ = �∗̂ = � = �^ = 1. The terms ΓA and Γ] are the effective diffusivities which are obtained from: 

ΓA = > + >?@A     , Γ] = > + >?@] 

Where @A and @] are turbulent Prandtl numbers, and the >? is the turbulent viscosity obtained 
from: 

>? = �∗ ���  
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Dissipation of � and � due to turbulence are represented by FA and F] in transport equations, 
respectively and are given by: 

FA = ρβ∗�c∗��    , F] = ���d�/ 

Where 

�c∗ = e 1                      fA ≤ 01 + 680fA/1 + 400fA/       fA > 0 k      , �d = 1 + 70f]/1 + 80f]/   
With 

fA ≡ 1�L %�%('
%�%('   , f] = lΩ*'Ω'AHA*(�∗̂ �)L l , Ω*' = 12 _%;*%(' − %;'%(* ` 

The strain rate tensor H*' is defined the same as � − � model, and 

β∗ = �*∗n1 + o∗p(R?)q    , � = �* r1 − �*∗�* o∗p(R?)s , o∗ = 1.5 

�*∗ = �∗̂ u4 15⁄ + v!.? !d⁄ wx
1 + v!.? !d⁄ wx y 

Where p(R?) is the compressibility function and is written as: 

p(R?) = z 0                     R? ≤ R?
R?/ − R?
/       R? > R?
 k   , R?/ ≡ 2��/ , R?
 = 0.25 

Again � is the speed of sound which can be found by � = N{!1. The HA and H] are known as 

the user-defined source terms. As it has been mentioned before, transport equations representing 
the SST model will not be elaborated here, though some remarks on the difference between the 
standard model and SST will be clarified. 

There are mainly two differences between the standard � − � and the shear stress transport 
(SST) � − � model. These include: 

• In SST model, the inner region of boundary layer formulation of � − � is changed 
gradually to a high-Reynolds-number version of the � − � model in the outer part of 
boundary layer. 

• The SST utilizes a modified turbulent viscosity formulation. This will facilitate the 
model to take into consideration the transport effects of the principal turbulent shear 
stress. 
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This model is not only more accurate and reliable than the standard � − �, but also is applicable 
to wider class of flows such as adverse pressure gradient flows, airfoils, and transonic shock 
waves. Moreover, there are some modifications which ensure the model equations to behave 
appropriately in both the near-wall and far-field zones.  

Since later on there will enough explanation on film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient, 
no further discussion will be presented here. It should be only reminded that for both steady 
RANS and URANS it is required to perform both isothermal and adiabatic wall boundary 
conditions type of simulations in order to attain the complete heat transfer information.  

For prediction of flow structure and heat transfer over the film cooling suction-side of the blade 
different turbulence models, namely the realizable k-ε model with enhanced wall treatment, 
standard � − � and the SST � − � model are examined. The primary objective for doing this 
was to select the best possible model for further investigations. Although selected models were 
discussed, further details of mathematical model can be found at FLUENT 12.0.1 users’ manual. 

2.3.4. Discretization and Solution 
Resulting system of equations presented in previous section together with turbulence equations 
should be discretized and along with relevant boundary conditions solved by means of either an 
iterative or direct procedure.  

Most common discretization schemes among others are finite volume [37] and finite difference 
[38], which have been utilized in most commercial codes. However, there is no need to go 
through different discretization schemes, some important remarks will be reminded here.  

In general, accuracy of discretization scheme is represented by truncation and round-off errors, 
which can highly affect final solutions. Therefore, it is very important to pay special attention to 
the applied discretization scheme, particularly for DNS/LES type of simulation. In fact, in these 
cases, i.e. DNS/LES, unphysical excessively damped solutions can be obtained if the truncations 
errors are large and diffusive in nature, e.g. for first order upwind discretization scheme. 

A commonly used scheme for RANS and LES calculations is the second-order central difference 
schemes. However, even in this case in order to attain physically realistic behavior and smooth 
convergence, special attention should be given to the mesh resolution. 

There are different strategies for solving the coupling between the pressure and velocity in 
incompressible and compressible flows. These include SIMPLE algorithm [16], the fractional-
step method [39], and Coupled algorithm. Finally multigrid methods can be utilized for 
accelerating the convergence and also preventing different wave-numbers’ errors.   

In this study the CFD simulations were performed utilizing finite-volume based commercial 
solver, FLUENT 12.0.1 (Fluent Inc., Lebanon, New Hampshire, USA). Air as ideal-gas, which 
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implies compressible flow, is utilized and steady state simulations were carried out on the Linux 
cluster at National Supercomputer Center (NSC, Linköping University, Sweden).  

Governing the coupling between velocity and pressure in momentum equations is done by means 
of COUPLED scheme, where a courant number of 100 and under relaxation factors of 0.25 have 
been selected for numerical stability. Second order discretization scheme is utilized for solving 
momentum, pressure and energy equations.  

The convergence criteria of about 1E-5 for residuals of momentum and energy equations have 
been applied. In addition, surface monitors of at least five points (three velocities and two 
pressures) have been considered for assuring solution stability. Solutions in this study are 
typically converged within 10000 iterations.  

    

2.4. Experimental Observations versus Computational Methods 
In view of film cooling design one essentially needs to justify the coolant flow conditions. This 
should be accomplished such that the maximum film-cooling effectiveness at the lowest level of 
loss for heat transfer rate can be obtained by means of appropriate density and blowing ratio. It is 
however necessary to minimize the absolute loss of work exchange through the turbine, referred 
as cost function, at the same time.  

Therefore, performing parametric investigation of different flow conditions and geometrical 
dimensions relevant to film cooled gas turbine blade is inevitable for carrying out an appropriate 
aerothermodynamics design optimization. In another words, from a design perspective a proper 
design tool should be able to satisfy the following two constraints at the same time. 

Applicable design tool should be able to provide accurate enough information. This is essential 
to ensure that prediction made for design is indeed useful. Furthermore, suitable design tool 
should have the ability for increasing design iterations. Thus, it should reduce the turnover time 
and be computationally efficient. 

Obviously designing a film cooling configuration by means of experimental facilities has high 
reliability under certain circumstances, e.g. if applied conditions simulate the real case 
conditions. However, when it comes to design iterations, this design tool becomes rather costly. 
That is performing parametric study which requires new test facility can be highly expensive 
with respect to both time and money. 

On the other hand computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become rather a powerful tool for 
design and optimization of film-cooled turbine blades. This of course has many thanks to the 
advancement of computer science and technology particularly in rapidly increasing the Central 
Processing Unit (CPU) power. 
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CFD investigations for film cooling design have high access to the level of iterations from design 
point of view. Although, there are some general discussions about the sensitivity to accuracy and 
turn-around time for performing CFD calculations, still it can be seen as a powerful design tool 
for film cooling.  

In general, there are some errors and uncertainties in CFD modeling, which incorporates in 
inadequacy of CFD results. There are different types of error including numerical error (e.g. 
round-off errors, iterative convergence and discretization errors), coding errors, and user errors, 
which indeed are not caused by lack of knowledge.  

There are on the other hand uncertainties that are due to lack of knowledge. This includes input 
uncertainties (e.g. domain geometry, boundary conditions, fluid properties), and physical model 
uncertainties (such as inaccurate simplifications and assumptions). Now, let’s take an example to 
show the sensitivity to accuracy (can be caused by errors and uncertainties) in film cooling 
design.  

Consider a case which there is an error of about 0.1 in film cooling effectiveness modeling or 
predictions. By looking into the film cooling effectiveness formulation and also with knowledge 
in hand that the temperature difference between the coolant and free stream can be as high as 200 nZq or much more, one can recognize that this error will conclude to error of at least 20 nZq in 
predicting the surface temperature.  

Consequently, at such high temperatures a reduction of 50% of the blade lifetime is inevitable 
with this 20 nZq increase in surface temperature. This indeed reveals how sensitive to accuracy is 
designing a film-cooled turbine part.        

Nevertheless, errors and uncertainties of CFD modeling seems to be unavoidable, therefore it 
becomes vital to utilize approaches towards quantification the level of accuracy of the obtained 
results. In this context, there exist some widely accepted terminologies such as the one proposed 
by AIAA [40], which is expressed as: 

Verification:  it deals with model implementation and how accurate it represents the developer’s 
conceptual description of the model. 

Validation: it defines the level of accuracy of the solution compared to the real world from the 
intended use of the model point of view.  

Although there are ways for verification and validation, only the latest one is shortly reviewed 
here. Validation is in fact about the quantification of the input and physical model uncertainty. 
Multiple tests runs of the CFD results which utilize different values of input data can be collected 
for performing sensitivity analysis or uncertainty analysis. The correct mean value and expected 
variation on collected observations can give validation to input data, i.e. prediction of the input 
uncertainty. 
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The physical modeling uncertainty needs high-quality experimental results to be compared with 
CFD results [41]. A comparison between the output of a CFD model and experimental results is 
considered as the ultimate test, though how such comparison should be conducted is still open 
for discussion.  

In open literature the most common way is drawing a graph of a target quantity versus a flow 
parameter for both experiments and CFD results. In general, sufficiently small difference 
between two plotted graphs indicates the validation of CFD results. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that from a design point of view CFD is rather more appropriate 
tool, where experimental observations are useful for validation of CFD results. This though does 
not imply that for every CFD simulation experimental results should be available. Validation can 
be done at the stage of decision making, i.e. when conclusions on behalf of different design 
iterations are made. 

Since within this study film cooling effectiveness, heat transfer coefficient, and aerodynamic 
validation between CFD and experimental results are performed, there would be some 
description in the following in this context. In the very end of this section there will be some sort 
explanation about the post-processing tools which are used for data validation and showing the 
flow characteristics in this study.  

2.4.1. Aerodynamic Validation 
Certain dimensionless parameters are used for similarity analysis, where they can show how two 
flows are e.g. aerodynamically similar. One parameter which is very useful in particular for 
comparing experimental and CFD results for aerodynamic validation in film cooling is 
dimensionless pressure, i.e. pressure coefficient. This parameter which represents the pressure 
(note that P has the dimension of e.g. Newton/m2) distribution is defined as: 

J| ≡ 3 − 3∞�∞  

Where 3 is the total pressure and 3∞ represents the freestream pressure (i.e. freestream static 
pressure). The freestream dynamic pressure �∞ can be written as: 

�∞ = 12 �∞}∞/ 

Pressure coefficient is extensively used throughout aerodynamics and it is in fact quite common 
to see pressure in the form of J| rather than itself. 

2.4.2. Film Cooling Performance  
In general, understanding and quantification of adiabatic effectiveness, heat transfer coefficients 
and discharge coefficients which define film jet characteristics clarifies film cooling technology. 
Consequently, the majority of the researches have been focusing on this understanding, while 
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less attention is given to the systems aspects that define the freestream conditions, the coolant 
supply conditions etc.   

The aim of this section is to explain the fundamentals of film effectiveness performance. In 
particular the focus would be on definitions and interpretation of film effectiveness and heat 
transfer coefficient. As discussed these quantities contribute in defining film jet characteristics.  

Film Effectiveness 

Reflection of the gas temperature immediately adjacent to the surface temperature is referred as 
adiabatic wall temperature. Consequently employing film cooling will conclude to reduction of 
the adiabatic wall temperature 1~� in gas temperature adjacent to the wall due to injection of 
coolant gas. Visualization of a typical coolant jet profile can be used for understanding the effect 
of a coolant jet on the adiabatic surface temperature.  

The term of normalized temperature along both the centerline and span wised average from 
leading edge to trailing edge can give indications of thermal profile of a coolant jet. The 
freestream temperature 1∞, gas temperature T and the coolant temperature 1� contribute in 
defining the normalized temperature written as follows:   

 
 

 � = 1∞ − 11∞ − 1�    
 

 

                                        (1)                           

This relation in fact indicates the gas temperature relative to the coolant and freestream 
temperature, such that θ = 1 when the gas and coolant temperatures are equal, if the gas 
temperature is equal to the free stream temperature then θ = 0. In figure (7) definition of 
different temperatures are depicted. 

It can be shown that normalized temperature can exceed 0.9 at the exit of the hole, however it 
will be decreased by moving away from the hole exit. This reduction in � can be explained by 
turbulent mixing of the coolant jet with the surrounding freestream fluid. In addition, the 
adiabatic wall temperature can be normalized in the same way as temperature profile. The 
normalized adiabatic wall temperature � is referred to as the ‘’adiabatic effectiveness’’ or ‘’film 
effectiveness’’ and is defined as follows: 

 
 

 � = 1∞ − 1~�1∞ − 1�  

 

                       

                                         (2)                          
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This definition of � will make the value of � equivalent to the value of � at the surface. The 
parameter �  represents the fraction of coolant gas in the mixture of coolant and free stream gas 
at the surface. For instance gas mixture consisting of 70% coolant gas and 30% freestream gas 
will conclude to a value of � = 0.7. This physical perspective of normalized � indicates that this 
parameter is independent of freestream and coolant temperatures. This is while the adiabatic wall 
temperature depends on these temperatures. 

Heat Transfer Coefficient 

The parameter heat transfer coefficient, h, relates the convective heat flux to a surface and the 
temperature difference between the free stream flow, 1∞ and wall temperature,1� , which can be 
presented as: 

 
 

 � = ℎ(1̂ − 1�) 
 

 
                                     (3)    

This relation however shows its inadequacy for film cooling applications, since it does not 
directly account for the lower near wall temperatures due to coolant jet. This is due to the fact 
that the lower near wall temperatures indicated from coolant jet does not have direct contribution 
in this relation. There exists though alternative formulation for film cooling flows which does not 
have deficiency, i.e. high variation of heat transfer coefficient depending on the local coolant jet 

Wall 
temperature 1� 

Cooling 
temperature 1�  

Gas temperature T 

Freestream 
temperature 1̂  

Adiabatic wall 
temperature (temperature 
adjacent to the wall)  1~� 

Figure 7- Depiction of different temperatures. 
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temperature, concluded from applying relation above to a film cooling flow. This alternative 
formulation is written as: 

 
 

 �	 = ℎ	(1~� − 1�) 
 

 
                                     (4) 

This equation is in fact used for film cooling, and thereby �	 and ℎ	 represent heat flux and heat 

transfer coefficient with film cooling, respectively. Note that presumption for this equation is 
that for the overflowing gas stream the effective gas temperature reflects the adiabatic wall 
temperature. There would be short discussion on validation and limits of this presumption in the 
following, see discussion under heading Validation and Limits for Using Adiabatic Wall 
Temperature.  

In general, estimation of film cooling performance can be done by comparing the heat flux to the 
wall, which occurs with film cooling and the one that occurs without film cooling. Heat flux for 
film cooling case can be obtained from relation (4), whereas the heat flux without film 
cooling, �
, can be found as: 

 
 

 �
 = ℎ
(1̂ − 1�) 
 

 
                                      (5) 

In this equation ℎ
 is the heat transfer coefficient without film cooling. This is calculated when 
there is a clean surface without coolant hole. By combination of equations (4) and (5) one can 
obtain the net heat flux reduction, ∆��, caused by film cooling, which can be written as follows: 

 
 

 

∆�� = 1 − �	�
 = 1 − ℎ	(1~� − 1�)ℎ
(1̂ − 1�)  

 

                       

                                     (6)                          

By using definition of film effectiveness � this equation can be simplified to:  

 
 

 

∆�� = 1 − ℎ	ℎ
 =1 − ��B 

 

                       

                                     (7)                          

In this relation � indicates the normalized wall temperature. This parameter for metal airfoil can 
be defined as: 

 
 

 � = 1∞ − 1�1∞ − 1�,*�?���~� 
 

                       

                                      (8)                          

In above equation 1�,*�?���~� is the coolant temperature, which flows from cooling passage of 

turbine airfoil to the surface. One can visualize the relation between the heat transfer coefficients 
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ratio with and without film cooling ℎ	 ℎ
⁄  and film effectiveness for the net reduction in heat 

transfer to the metal airfoil. The parameter � is an unknown. In general, it is not determined in 
the laboratory experiment, although for operational film cooled turbine airfoil a typical value of 
about 0.6 is used when equation (7) is utilized for analyzing laboratory data. 

From equation (7) one can realize the importance of � in determination of ultimate net heat flux 
reduction into the metal turbine airfoil, i.e. can be often referred as dominating term. This in fact 
highlights how one can obtain comprehensive understanding about influence of different factors 
in film effectiveness for film cooling.  

Validation and Limits for Using Adiabatic Wall Temperature 
 
It has been elaborated that presumption when using equation (4) is that the overflowing free 
stream gas temperature can appropriately estimate 1∞. Since the coolant jet does not have a 
uniform temperature profile, i.e. its temperature is not necessarily equal to the adiabatic wall 
temperature; this equation is just an approximation.  

Harison [42] conducted a numerical simulation towards checking the validity of this 
approximation. In this investigation he has utilized equations (2) and (4) and also a conducting 
model for estimation and comparison of the heat flux into the surface. Essentially there is an 
assumption for assuming that the adiabatic wall temperature and the effective free stream 
temperature are relatively equal. That is one should assumes that the coolant jet is relatively 
much thicker than the thermal boundary layer which develops in the flow direction. 

In fact, one can claim that the adiabatic wall temperature is close to the temperature at the outer 
edge of the thermal boundary layer if the thermal boundary layer is very thin. From this figure it 
can be clearly seen that the assumption of equality between the effective free stream temperature 
and adiabatic wall temperature is justified. 

However, it can be also shown that this assumption would be open to discussion if thermal 
boundary layer and coolant jet have thickness of the same order. In conclusion Harison has 
verified that the adiabatic wall temperature can be approximated by the effective free stream 
temperature in equation (4) for prediction of the heat flux in film cooling. It is recommended to 
read the reference for detail discussion on this topic.    
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2.4.3. Post Processing Tools 
This section deals with how the CFD results will be presented here. There are different 
impressive visualization tools within commercial CFD codes like CFD-Post in ANSYS for data 
presentation that allow their users to view the results of CFD analysis.  

Some examples of these tools are x-y plots, contours, vector plots, data report and output, 
animations etc. Moreover, there is possibility for exporting data and make use of other graphical 
tools in other programs like Excel, MATLAB and Tecplot [43].  

Nevertheless, in this study obtained solutions from Fluent are transferred to ANSYS CFD-Post 
for post processing. From this program contours of velocity, temperature, and wall heat flux can 
be directly exported. In addition, secondary vector plots are extracted in different locations.  

In order to plot Cp curve, film cooling effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients, it is required 
to export solution data on the blade surface to MATLAB, where by using some simple 
programming one can provide such curves.  
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3. Results and Discussion 
The results of CFD simulations performed in order to reach the goals of the study and discussion 
on behalf of each set of results are elaborated in this chapter.  

First model validation together with the results of mesh independency and different turbulence 
models are presented. Then in continuation results for both short and short-narrow models are 
presented, where it includes heat transfer coefficient, film effectiveness curves and contours of 
velocity, temperature, and wall heat flux distributions. 

Aerodynamic quantity CP has been utilized for model validation, mesh independency, and 
investigation of different turbulence models. Figure (8) shows CP curve for full and short models 
together with experiments. It can be visualized that CFD results (both full model and short 
model) are in close agreement with experiments, however small discrepancy close to the trailing 
edge can also be distinguished.  

This might be regarded as failure of turbulence model for accurate enough prediction of pressure 
filed in this region which has flow separation. It can be clearly seen in this figure that results of 
full model and short model are identical, which gives indication that the short model can be used 
for further work.  

 

Figure 8: Dimensionless pressure coefficient CP for full domain and short model vs. experiments, note normalized 
vane distance starts from trailing edge.   
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In addition to aerodynamic validation flow filed results are also used for comparing full and 
short model results. Contours of velocity together with tangential velocity at YZ-plane at three 
locations (X/D=0, 20, 80 at interval of Z/D= [0 21]) are plotted for both models, see figures (9 
and 10). These figures show that the models will present the same flow behavior at different 
locations; hence the short model is validated versus full model.  

 

 

 

Figure 9: Contours of velocity together with tangential velocity vectors for 
short model (to the left) and full domain (to the right) at locations X/D=0 (top) 
and X/D=20 (bottom). 
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This can primarily be explained by the fact that velocity component results from full domain are 
applied at the inlet of short model, which conclude to the same flow field. From these figures one 
can also visualize flow separation due to the surface curvature and also how the main vortex pair 
is formed. Formation of these vortex pair is due to both side wall effects and flow separation by 
moving from the leading edge to the trailing edge (i.e. X/D=0, 20, 80).  

 

 

Three different mesh resolutions (5E5, 1.2E6, 3.5E6 elements) are examined for mesh 
independency purpose and results are presented in figure (11). It should be noted that mesh 
independency investigation has been performed for short model with no cooling configuration. 
After adding cooling holes however, the mesh has been refined in the vicinity of the holes 
extensively in order to capture details of the jets in these areas. 

As indicated by figure (11) there is no significant differences between CP plots of different 
meshes. However, the minimum y+ value of unity is required for resolving boundary layer flow 
for this problem. Therefore, the lowest mesh with this characteristic has been selected as mesh 
independency for the model with no cooling configuration, i.e. 1.2xE6 cells.  This implies that 
mesh settings from this case is implemented for further investigations. Therefore, all cases 
studied here have y+ less than unity.   

 

Figure 10: Contours of velocity together with tangential velocity vectors for 
short model (to the left) and full domain (to the right) at location X/D=80.  
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Figure 11: Dimensionless pressure coefficient CP for different mesh densities vs. experimental results, note 
normalized vane distance is from trailing edge to the leading edge. 

Turbulence models realizable � − �, RNG � − �, standard � − � and � − � SST are 
investigated for selection of the best possible model for continuation of the work, figure (12). It 
is worth to mention that there are other models which might have ability for providing more 
accurate results (e.g. Transitional SST, LES, DES), but due to time limits and/or high 
computational cost they have not been considered for the current study.  

It has been found that three turbulence models (realizable � − �, RNG � − � and � − � SST) 
have provided the same results for the normalized pressure, i.e. CP curve see figure (12). This is 
while the standard � − � model has significantly different results. Although, it can be seen that 
close to the trailing edge the results from this model have better agreement with experiments, 
from leading edge to the span of 0.1 these results will become significantly different from the 
experiments. 

Therefore, this model, � − � has failed to give correct predictions about the pressure field for 
this particular problem. In fact, it can be stated that boundary layer and flow separation over this 
curved surface has not been accurately simulated. On the other hand, the other model belong to 
the � − � turbulence model series i.e. SST model has provided more comparable results both to 
the experiments and other models.  
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Figure 12: Dimensionless pressure coefficient CP for different turbulence models vs. experimental results, note 
normalized vane distance is from trailing edge to the leading edge. 

Moreover, there is slightly small difference between the results from this model and two � − � 
models from leading edge to the span of 0.15. This difference can be explained by the difference 
between models in simulating boundary layer and flow separation over the curved surfaces. In 
general however these three models are comparable to each other and in close agreement with 
experiments. 

The discrepancy close to the trailing edge which exists between all models and experiments 
should not be forgotten. This can highlight that despite of appropriateness of these models for 
flows of this type which has been reported by developers; still they are not capable of capturing 
the flow details in some regions of interest.    

Nevertheless, the � − � SST model was selected for further investigations, i.e. film cooling in 
this study. This is based on our findings and other’s recommendations which emphasize that for 
curved surfaces with boundary layer and flow separation this model is the best possible choice. 
After selecting the turbulence model cooling configurations are added to the model.  

In the context of cooling configuration it should be added that, two types of supply plenum 
namely straight-blow and cross-blow type has been investigated by Miao and Ching [44]. They 
have reported that the latest one will give slightly higher effectiveness. Although this has not 
been investigated here but the cross-blow type is utilized. Simulations are performed for different 
BR’s and for both short and short-narrow models.     
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Although there is only experimental data available for BR=0.7, other BR’s are considered to 
provide general understanding of the film cooling effectiveness in terms of BRs’ variation. In 
addition, flow characteristics for these cases can be discussed and compared for drawing some 
primary conclusions in the context of finding optimum film effectiveness for this particular 
configuration.  

Nevertheless, laterally averaged film effectiveness for different blowing ratios together with 
experimental results for short and short-narrow models are depicted in figures (13 and 14). 
Moreover figures (15 and 16) demonstrate laterally averaged normalized heat transfer coefficient 
for different BR’s and versus experiments. Data averaging for both CFD and experiments are 
done for strip of about 1cm at the center of the blade.  

As indicated by figures (13 and 14) general agreement for laterally averaged film cooling 
effectiveness between experiments and CFD simulations for both short and short-narrow models 
are obtained for BR of 0.7. It can be seen from figure (13) that film effectiveness is under-
estimated by the CFD simulations close to holes, and overpredicted far from holes. The under-
estimation can primarily be due to turbulence model and its capability in capturing the flow 
details in particular the jet and mixing phenomenon which is in consistency with previously 
established reports. The overprediction can be explained by side wall effects. Thus the vortex 
pairs developed upstream of the holes, force the coolant towards the center of the blade 
downstream. This will cause the flow to be cooled more in this region where the averaging is 
performed. 

Moreover, as BR increases the effectiveness is decreased close to the hole exit. This is obviously 
due to the fact that higher BR will provide stronger jet at this region and consequently 
detachment of the flow. On the other hand figure (14) shows film effectiveness distribution of 
short-narrow model, which is relatively different from the short model in particular downstream 
of the holes.  

In fact, for short-narrow model there is no side walls and therefore there is no vortex core that 
pushes the coolant towards the center. This will conclude to lower average effectiveness far from 
the holes. This issue will be later verified by means of contours of temperature and wall flux 
distribution. Downstream of the hole, one can clearly identify that by increase in BR the 
effectiveness is increased. This was not much visualizable from short model effectiveness, which 
is due to high influence of the side walls.       
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Figure 13: Laterally averaged film effectiveness for short model at various BR’s vs. experiments. 

 

 

Figure 14: Laterally averaged film effectiveness for short-narrow model at various BR’s vs. experiments. 
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There are also some general similarities between experimental results and CFD calculations for 
laterally averaged normalized heat transfer coefficient, see figures (15 and 16) for short and 
short-narrow models.  

 

Figure 15: Laterally averaged normalized heat transfer coefficient for short model at various BR’s vs. experiments. 

 

Figure 16: Laterally averaged normalized heat transfer coefficient for short-narrow model at various BR’s vs. 
experiments. 
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The heat transfer coefficient has been overpredicted by the selected turbulence model. The short-
narrow models however demonstrate in general lower estimation of the heat transfer coefficient 
compared to short model results in particular downstream of the holes. This variation is due to 
neglecting wall effects as explained for film effectiveness. As designated by these plots, 
increasing BR will conclude to higher level of heat transfer coefficient at the hole exit. 
Downstream of the holes though no significant difference between different BR’s for this 
quantity is evident especially for short model results. This can be due to dissipation of the cooled 
air far from the holes.  

Figure (18) show the jet at the hole exit by means of contours of velocity at XY-plane going 
through the first row hole. Indeed, they are utilized to illustrate how the jet will interact with 
freestream flow for different blowing ratios. From contours of velocity one can recognize that by 
increasing the BR stronger jet will be presented at the hole exit. This phenomenon can be also 
schematically shown as figure (17).  

At the hole exit there is also strong recirculation zone for low BR. By increasing the coolant 
mass flow this zone starts to be dissipated, see recirculation zones in figure (18). Below this zone 
higher temperature compared with the temperature of recirculation can be seen, which can be 
seen from contours of temperature, figure (19) at the hole exit. In addition, as BR raises and the 
jet will become stronger, the lift is increased and the coolant will be detached from the surface. 
As a result at this region, close to the hole for high BR higher temperature can be seen. This can 
be more clearly seen in contour representing temperature filed for BR=1, see the highlighted 
region in figure (19). However, downstream of the hole the coolant will become attached to the 
surface and this will conclude to increase in the effectiveness at this region. 

 

Freestream 
flow  

Cooling flow  

BR=1  

BR=0.7  

BR=0.5  

Figure 17-Depiction of strength of the jet at the hole exit for different BR’s. 
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Figure 18- Contours of velocity showing the jet at the hole exit for different 
BR’s, top BR=0.5, middle BR=0.7, Down BR=1. 
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Finally, adiabatic wall temperature and wall heat flux distributions for both short and short-
narrow models are illustrated in figures (20 and 21). The side walls which introduce large scale 
vortices will push the spreading flow and causes a narrowing spread as flow moves downstream.  

 

 

 

Region with higher 
temperature 

Figure 19- Contours of temperature showing the jet at the hole exit for different 
BR’s, top BR=0.5, middle BR=0.7, Down BR=1. 
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Figure 20: Adiabatic wall temperature at blade surface for blowing ratios 0.5 (top) 0.7 (middle) and 1 
(bottom), short-narrow results in below each BR for short model results. 
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Figure 21: Wall heat flux at blade surface for blowing ratios 0.5 (top) 0.7 (middle) and 1 (bottom), short-narrow 
results in below each BR for short model results. 
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Moreover, adiabatic wall temperature distributions for BR’s 0.5, 0.7 and 1 predict that as the BR 
increases the wall temperature is increased downstream of the cooling holes. In contrast, for low 
BR more cooling is transferred to the surface close to the hole exit. 

In addition, one can compare the wall heat flux distribution for different BR’s, where the same 
discussion as adiabatic wall temperature can be presented, figure (21). That is by moving from 
low to high BR wall heat flux decreases at the hole exit and increases downstream.  

In figures (20 and 21) results of short-narrow models are also presented. It is evident that if one 
takes the middle row holes of the short models, then the results are highly comparable with 
short-narrow model for all blowing ratios. One can on the other hand distinguish between these 
results, as side wall effects are neglected for the latter case, i.e. short-narrow models. This is 
verification of what has been stated for adiabatic effectiveness comparison between these 
models. Finally, it should be noted that there is no enough evidence of the strength or existence 
of wall effects from any experimental results. Therefore, one cannot state at this stage that how 
much of the wall effects are present for a real case. This also gives indication of turbulence 
model failure or success in prediction of such effects, which has to be investigated further.   
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4. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this study the potential for reducing computational cost of film cooling configurations in a real 
vane like geometry at engine like operating conditions have been investigated. This has been 
established by validating CFD results with experiments. At first a full domain which has been 
already validated selected and a short model which only includes the suction side of the vane is 
obtained by introducing cutting planes. The dimensionless pressure coefficient CP was used for 
aerodynamic validation. This model is validated with respect to both full model and experiments 
despite the complexity of the flow due to curvature effect and compressibility.  

Then mesh independency has been obtained with a mesh density of about 1.2xE6, where it has 
the characteristic of y+ of less than unity for resolving the boundary layer. The mesh settings are 
utilized for further investigations, however in order to capture details of the jet when adding 
cooling holes, denser mesh has been employed near the holes exit. 

Afterwards, four different turbulence models are examined and the SST � − � model has been 
selected for film cooling investigations. Two rows of each having nine holes with a cross-blow 
type of supply plenum have been added to the model. Although, the short model demands much 
less computational power, it still requires a relatively large mesh.  Therefore, the domain is 
narrowed, which will reduce the computational cost further. The narrow domain is still 
sufficiently wide to include in this case two cooling holes, which can be sufficient for parametric 
study of film cooling configurations.  

Simulations are performed on these models for different BR’s. Laterally averaged film 
effectiveness and normalized heat transfer coefficient are evaluated and compared with 
experimental results (experiment results were available only for BR of 0.7, and it should be 
noted that they are averaged for a strip of about 1 cm wide). Although, some agreements are 
obtained between experiments and CFD results, there was under prediction of effectiveness at 
hole exit and overprediction downstream.  

The under prediction can be described by deficiency of turbulence model in capturing flow 
details and other factors such as measurements uncertainty (surface roughness, turbulence level 
both for free stream and cooling inlet etc), and provided CAD model. On the other hand, the over 
prediction is due to the side walls which pushes the coolant towards the center of the span. This 
will conclude to higher averaged effectiveness downstream. Normalized heat transfer coefficient 
has been overpredicted by turbulence model which is also in agreement with what has been 
reported in open literature, for instance see20.     

Short and short-narrow model results are to large extent similar, though periodicity will conclude 
to neglecting side wall effects. However, the existence of such effects is still open for discussion 
and needs to be investigated, but one can highlight the high advantage of short-narrow model as 
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it is less computationally expensive. In another word there might be small loss of accuracy while 
gaining low simulation time.      

Nevertheless, film cooling effectiveness has been investigated by means of CFD and validation 
with experiments. Charbonnier19 have also utilized experimental results for validating CFD 
results obtained from different turbulence models and commercial software. They found good 
agreement between CFD results and experiments for aerodynamic quantities, wall heat flux and 
the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness. However, the computational mesh was not optimal, with 
an average y+ value of about 10, whereas in this study max y+ value is less than unity. This 
advantage was gained by shortening the full domain first and narrowing down afterwards, where 
we have found good agreement compared to experiments for film cooling effectiveness and heat 
transfer coefficient. 

In conclusion, by means of this approach, i.e. reduced models, it has been possible to investigate 
different blowing ratios within a much shorter turn-around time than would be possible when 
using a full domain. This can be a useful approach for e.g. early vane and film cooling design 
where some loss of accuracy can be accepted.  

Finally, there are some possible issues which can be investigated as future work for more 
validation, possibly better agreement with experiments and also improvement of the film cooling 
effectiveness. Further works and recommendations are as follows: 

• Although, mesh independency has been examined here, it has been done for model with 
no cooling hole. Since the flow will be relatively changed by adding cooling 
configurations (there is jet and mixing phenomenon), it is important to check this issue 
for these models. It is worth to mention that it might be impossible to go for a short 
model with denser mesh (it has currently 18xE6 cells). But one alternative solution is to 
check that for short-narrow model.  Furthermore, normalized pressure distribution (i.e. 
CP) has shown low sensitivity to mesh resolution. Therefore, it can be suggested to check 
the mesh independency for some other quantities such as film effectiveness. In fact, due 
to the time limits for this work these tasks have been left for further research. 

• Moreover, here mesh independency has been obtained for normalized pressure, CP which 
can be less sensitive to the mesh resolution. It is recommended to utilize some alternative 
quantities such as film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient for mesh independency 
study.  

• In open literature it has been established that different turbulence models can give 
different predictions of film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient. It is highly 
recommended to investigate the effect of turbulence models examined here for prediction 
of these quantities, for instance see Charbonnier et al19. 

• This study has also shown that steady RANS (i.e. SST � − �) under-predicted film 
effectiveness, in consistency with already established documents, e.g. see20. Therefore, 
examining alternative models which has proven to be more accurate is highly 
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recommended. For instance, one can take the advantage of low turn-around time and 
good mesh resolution obtained for short model and possibly performs LES or DES type 
of simulations. In addition, it has been established that unsteady RANS can also conclude 
to improvements of the film effectiveness.  

• Simulations of this study are performed by means of commercial solver ANSYS Fluent. 
Some studies have shown that due to application of numerical schemes different solvers 
can give relatively different results for a particular problem, for example see19, hence it 
can be wise to compare film effectiveness obtained from different solvers, e.g. ANSYS 
CFX. 

• Since the overall objective of this study has been reached, i.e. possibility for reducing 
computational cost for CFD simulations, one can start to investigate different hole 
arrangements, or cooling configurations for increasing the film effectiveness.            
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